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ABOUT

ABOUT FILTERBEE
FilterBee is an app focused on adapting your phone to different 
environments and tasks in your everyday life. It gives you the 
control to filter out specific contacts and websites that might act as 
distraction in certain contexts by allowing you to create filters that 
silence and hide incoming phone notifications. Separating office 
related communication during a family dinner, or restricting social 
media usage during a study session, are just a few ways the app 
can help organize and divide the work, play and rest aspects of 
your life.

CONCEPT
The app was created as a response to our increasing dependency 
on smartphones. A device that was once intended to bring us 
closer together, has begun to give way to mindless and disruptive 
interactions. We have become so reliant on our phones and so 
dependent on the accessibility to others that we have found it 
hard to detach ourselves from an unfiltered amount of incoming 
phone notifications that have become stress factors, distractions, 
or an influence in rude behaviour. 
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TYPE SELECTION

DROID SANS (REGULAR) DROID SANS (BOLD)

The quick brown 
fox jumps over 
the lazy dog.

Droid Sans is a font developed 
specifically with the goal in 
maximizing legibility and reading 
comfort on mobile devices. It is 
used in the Android UI system and 
adopted within FilterBee. It can be 
seen used in the app as copy text.

Futura Condensed is used across 
the app in headings and titles. It 
features a tall and narrow figure 
that emphasizes on headings
without needing to size up in order 
to accomodate limited screen space.

The quick brown 
fox jumps over 
the lazy dog.

FUTURA CONDENSED

THE QUICK BROWN 
FOX JUMPS OVER THE 
LAZY DOG.

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVW 
XYZ

abcdefghijklm 
nopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKL 
MNOPQRSTU 
VWXYZ



#787878
C: 54 M: 46 Y: 45 K: 11

#FF5E3E
C: 0 M: 78 Y: 79 K: 0

#E0E0E0
C: 11 M: 8 Y: 9 K: 0

BACKGROUND AND
UNSELECTED OBJECT

BUTTON AND CLICKABLE OBJECTSHIGHLIGHT AND SELECTED OBJECTTYPOGRAPHY AND ELEMENTS

#FFFFFF
C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0

This shade of grey is used for the 
typography and content throughout 
the app, in addition to various icons 
and clickable elements.

This accent colour is used within the 
app to highlight selected objects. It 
is most commonly seen within the 
navigation system as it highlights 
the icon that informs which page 
you are currently on.

This colour is selected for the back-
ground colour of the app. The grey 
shade is softer on the eyes in darker 
settings yet is bright enough to for 
accurate visibility in sunny settings.

The cooler tone acts as a contrast 
against the accenting orange-red 
colour as it often depics unselected 
elements within the app.

White is often used in the app for 
various clickable buttons. Most 
commonly seen in the hexagonal 
buttons for individual filters. 

COLOUR PALETTE 



SWIPE VERTICALLY

Many elements within the app will 
be listed and staggered vertically. 
This intuitive gesture lets you scroll 
through lists of filters, contacts, 
daily schedules, etc.

PRESS AND HOLD

This gesture can be used on various 
elements throughout the app and 
enables extra managing options 
such as editing or deleting the 
selected element. 

SWIPE HORIZONTALLY

This gesture allows you to browse 
through different tabs under the 
same section within the app. For 
instance, swiping left and right on 
the ‘Schedule’ section of the app 
allows you to browse through 
schedules of the different days of 
the week.

GESTURES



place phone
over tag

NFC TAG

MENU PAGE NFC TAG MANAGER SETTINGSWEEKLEY FILTER SCHEDULEGPS MAPPED FILTERS

WEDNESDAY

commute
to work

walk dog

work

7:00 AM

8:00 AM

9:15 AM

STARBUCKSSTARBUCKS

search

create filter

social

le
is

ur
e

productivity

w
or

k

SELECT
YOUR

ACTIVITY

rest

WEBSITESCONTACTS

family

friends

office

NAVIGATION

See locations that you have GPS 
tagged to automatically launch 
specific filters.

Outlines filters you have
scheduled for each day of the 
week.

Launching the app, this is the 
first page it will land on. Allow-
ing quick and easy access to the 
filters.

Manage your NFC tags, whether 
you are editing or wiping data or 
syncing new data on an empty 
NFC tag.

Manage your contacts and web-
sites and the groups they are 
organized in.



create filter

social

le
is

ur
e

productivity

w
or

k

SELECT
YOUR

ACTIVITY

rest

REST LEISURE SOCIAL

PRODUCTIVITY WORK

SELECTING A FILTER FILTERS FOR ALL ASPECTS OF YOUR DAILY LIFE

All your filters are organized 
under categories that are 
based on certain activities or 
contexts that one might use 
the filter within.

These categories cover all 
aspects of your life, from rest 
to leisure to work. It promotes 
creating filters that balance all 
aspects of your daily life.

FILTERS



SOCIAL

gaming

movie

family
dinner

PRODUCTIVITY

homework

answering
emails

research

create filter

social

le
is

ur
e

productivity

w
or

k

SELECT
YOUR

ACTIVITY

rest

LEISURE

walk dog

reading

workout

SWIPE TO ACCESS OTHER ACTIVITY CATEGORIES
Similar to how you may interact with the Android 
operating system, swiping left and right allows you to 
switch between the different categories with ease.

FILTERS create filter

social

le
is

ur
e

productivity

w
or

k rest



workout
(cycling)

workout
(yoga)

FILTER NAME

GPS TAG AND 
WEEKLY SCHEDULE
INDICATOR

 

Indicates the filter is not
tagged to a GPS location nor
added to the weekly schedule.

Highlighted icons indicate
whether the filter is activated 
with GPS tagging and/or 
weekly scheduling.

SWIPE FOR
MORE
FILTERS

Indicates the filter is tagged to 
a GPS location but not added 
to the weekly schedule.

Indicates the filter is both 
tagged to a GPS location and 
added to the weekly schedule.

LEISURE

walk dog

reading

reading
ACTIVITY CATEGORY

CREATE NEW
FILTER IN CURRENT

CATEGORY

FILTERS
(LISTED ALPHABETICALLY)

workout

FILTERS II



LEISURE FILTER ON

reading

lunch
break lunch

break

workout

lunch
break

lunch
break

workout

FILTER “ON”
Once the filter has started, you are 
able to turn it off or pause it at any 
time using the buttons located on 
the page.

APPLYING A FILTER



LEISURE

walk dog

reading

workout

LEISURE

WALK DOG

READING

WORKOUT

walk dog

edit filter delete filter

MANAGING FILTERS

MANAGING FILTERS

EDIT DELETE

Similar to how you may 
interact with the Android 
operating system, pressing 
and holding on filters will 
bring up the option to ‘Edit’ 
or ‘Delete’ the filter.

walk dog

reading

workout



CREATE FILTER

CANCEL

rest

leisure

social

productivity

work

select your activity
rest

leisure

social

productivity

work

select your activity

create filter

social

le
is

ur
e

productivity

w
or

k

SELECT
YOUR

ACTIVITY

rest

CREATE FILTER

NEXTCANCEL

CONTACTS

Filter highlighted
contact groups

Filter highlighted
website groups

WEBSITES

work

family

volunteer
placement

studio

business

co-workers

school

friends

family business

entertainment

work

e-mail

social news

social media

CHOICE AND ROLE IN SYSTEM

Step 1 in creating a filter involves 
you selecting the context or activ-
ity that you would associate the 
filter with. Whatever selection you 
make means the filter will be 
categorized and listed under that 
section.

Your selection will also be a basis 
for the app to generate selections 
on which contacts and websites to 
filter out.

SELECTED ACTIVITY

STEP 1

STEP 2

Indicates which activity 
you’ve selected from the 
previous step. 

A drop down menu allows 
you to alter your selected
activity should you change 
your mind.

Based on the ‘Activity’ you’ve 
selected from the drop down 
menu, the app has gener-
ated selections on specific 
contacts and websites to 
filter out. You may unselect 
and select groupings as you 
see fit.

Greyed out selections indicate that 
these have been selected to be filtered 
from incomming phone notifications or 
are innaccessible while the filter is on.

Selections remaining in white indicate 
that they will not be filtered. 

CREATE A FILTER SELECT
YOUR

ACTIVITY

create filter

social

le
is

ur
e

productivity

w
or

k rest



CREATE FILTER

SAVE FILTER

Start time End time

SET TIME

Trigger filter for this location

Set schedule for filter

Repeat filter every:

TAG LOCATION

filter name

ON

S M T W T F S

OFF

1 00: PM 3 00: PM

CREATE FILTER

SAVE FILTER

SET TIME

Trigger filter for this location

Set schedule for filter

TAG LOCATION

filter name

OFF

OFF

SET TIME

Trigger filter for this location

Set schedule for filter

TAG LOCATION

OFF

OFF

CREATE FILTER

SAVE FILTER

SET TIME

Trigger filter for this location

Set schedule for filter

TAG LOCATION

filter name

ON

ON

Starbucks

Starbucks
7355 Bayview Ave. Markham ON L3T 5Z2 Can ...

Starbucks
3740 Midland Ave. Scarborough ON M1V 4V3 ...

Starbucks
1015 Sheppard Ave. Toronto ON L3R 5Y2 Can ...

load more

SELECTED ACTIVITY
This final step in creating a 
filter allows you to choose  
whether you would like the 
filter to automatically apply 
itself during scheduled days 
of the week and/or upon 
entering a specific location.

If neither is prefered, you 
may save the filter with 
those options ‘OFF.’

NAME YOUR FILTER NAME YOUR FILTER

SET FILTER TO APPLY
AUTOMATICALLY WHEN
ENTERING A LOCATION

SET FILTER TO APPLY
AUTOMATICALLY ON
CERTAIN DAYS OF THE
WEEK AND TIMES OF
THE DAY The app will list addresses  

by your current location, or 
allow you to search for a 
specific address.

The options allow you to 
press and highlight the days 
that you would like the filter 
to apply for.

It will also have you enter a 
‘Start time’ and ‘End time’ for 
the filter on the scheduled 
days.

STEP 3

STEP 3A STEP 3B

CREATE A FILTER II



STARBUCKSSTARBUCKS

search

CURRENT LOCATION

GPS TAGGED LOCATIONS

SELECT A FILTER TO TAG ONTO
THE MAP. OR CREATE A NEW FILTER
TO TAG ONTO THE MAP.

BROWSE BOOKMARKED LOCATIONS

MAP

MANAGING CONTACTS
AND WEBSITE GROUPS
Similar to how you may 
interact with the 
Android operating 
system, pressing and 
holding on groupings 
will bring up the option 
to ‘Edit’ or ‘Delete’ the 
group.

Selected filters will trigger on upon
entering these locations.



SATURDAY

tennis
practice

dog park

board games
night

10:30 AM

2:00 PM

8:00 PM

THURSDAY

commute
to work

walk dog

work

7:00 AM

8:00 AM

9:15 AM

SUNDAY

photography
workshop

dog park

family movie
night

10:30 AM

3:00 PM

7:00 PM

FRIDAY

commute
to work

walk dog

work

7:00 AM

8:00 AM

9:15 AM

SWIPE TO ACCESS OTHER DAYS OF THE WEEK
Similar to how you may interact with the Android operating 
system, swiping left and right allows you to switch between 
different days of the week with ease.

CREATE/SELECT FILTER
This gives you the option of 
planing out your daily schedule 
by filling it with filters. 

You may select existing filters or 
create a new one.

WEEKLY SCHEDULE



52:01

FRIDAY

commute
to work

walk dog

work

7:00 AM

8:00 AM

8:00 AM

COMMUTE TO WORK
filter settings

9:15 AM

Start time End time

SET TIME
Set schedule for filter

Repeat filter every:

ON

S M T W T F S

8 00: AM 9 00: AM

COMMUTE
TO WORK

COMMUTE
TO WORK

52:01

AMOUNT OF TIME THAT 
HAS PASSED SINCE
THE FILTER WAS APPLIED

AMOUNT OF TIME LEFT

PAUSE/PLAY FILTER

STOP FILTER

INDICATES WHAT
FILTER IS
CURRENTLY ON

SCHEDULED FILTER

Scheduled filters will apply 
themselves automatically 
on set days at set times.

In this example, it’s 
8:00AM on Friday morning 
and the “Commute To 
Work” is applied.

FILTER “ON”
Once the filter has started, a count-
down timer lets you know when 
the filter will turn off. You are also 
able to manually turn it off or 
pause it at any time using the 
buttons located under the timer.

Once the filter is applied, you may 
pause the filter if you need to 
bypass the limitations the filters 
sets.  (e.g. emergency phone calls). 
The filter can be reapplied by 
pressing the play button.



NFC TAG

Lunch break

EDIT TAG
DATA

DELETE FILTER
FROM TAG

NFC TAG

New NFC tag

SELECT EXISTING
FILTER

CREATE NEW
FILTER

filter

TAG RECOGNIZED

NFC TAG

LOADING

NFC TAG

place phone
over tag

NFC TAG

NFC TAG MANAGER
Once the app has recognized your NFC tag, 
a pop-up window indicates the name of the 
NFC tag. It provides options to edit the filter 
on the tag or delete the filter off the tag. 

Edited data is resyncing to the NFC tag by 
tapping the the phone to the tag after 
saving the edits made. While deleted data 
allows you to reuse the NFC tag for a new 
filter.

NFC TAG MANAGER
Once the app has recognized that the NFC 
tag is empty, a pop-up window provides you 
the option of syncing a pre-existing filter 
onto the tag or gives you the option of 
syncing a new filter created from scratch.

NFC TAG MANAGER
IF NFC TAG
IS EMPTY

IF NFC TAG
HAS FILTER
DATA

The app allows you to manage your NFC 
tags. It instructs you to place the phone 
over the tag and from here recognizes 
whether it is an empty tag or one with a 
filter pre-set on it.

NFC TAGS



WEBSITESCONTACTSWEBSITESCONTACTS

family

friends

office

entertainment

social
media

social
news

WEBSITESCONTACTS

Jim Leigh

John Taylor

Joyce Leal

Karen Wu

Loren Nenzi

Thomas Corre

friends

friends

MANAGING CONTACTS
AND WEBSITE GROUPS
Similar to how you may 
interact with the 
Android operating 
system, pressing and 
holding on groupings 
will bring up the option 
to ‘Edit’ or ‘Delete’ the 
group.

SWIPE TO ACCESS
SEPARATE TABS
Similar to how you may interact with the Android 
operating system, swiping left and right allows you 
to switch between different tabs with ease; from 
“contact groups” to “website groups.”

SETTINGS



Lynda is a third year university student majoring 
in design at York University/Sheridan College. She 
lives at home with her parents and commutes 
several hours a week to school and her part-time 
job, Starbucks.

Her smartphone serves as a major communica-
tion tool in her everyday life that allows her to 
keep in touch with her family and friends. She 
relies on it as a platform for work discussions with 
her classmates, part-time job contacts and free-
lance contacts. 

She uses FilterBee on a day to day basis and to 
help balance her time between her part time job, 
freelance work, family time, social life and school 
assignments.

USER PROFILE

LYNDA FINN

Lynda has various filters synced 
onto NFC stickers that she uses for 
both productivity and leisure activi-
ties. They are found used on 
objects such as textbooks and 
sketchbooks as well as on walls 
and desks for designating physi-
cally spaces to specific tasks. 

As a commuter, a majority of her 
time is spent traveling and out of 
the house. She finds herself revis-
ing libraries and cafes, meeting up 
with study groups. She uses the 
GPS location tagging system with 
her filters to automatically launch 
different filters upon entering 
bookmarked locations. 

Lynda has a very routined schedule 
that revolves around a set class 
timetable, morning weekend work 
shifts and tennis classes every 
Thursday night. She plots out her 
weekly schedule using filters 
adopted for these different tasks 
and environments. They act as a 
reminder to set time aside in 
focusing on these tasks and allows 
her to organize the structure of her 
time during the rest of the week.

APP USES



COMMUTE
TO CLASS

59:59

WEDNESDAY

book design
class

commute
to class

family
dinner

7:45 AM

9:00 AM

7:30 PM

commute
to class

7:45 AM

COMMUTE TO CLASS
Lynda lives an hour away from 
Sheridan College and spends her 
Wednesday mornings commuting to 
her Book Design class. She has set a 
filter in her schedule for Wednesday 
mornings at 7:45 AM dedicated 
towards the hour long GO bus 
commute.

SCHEDULED FILTER - COMMUTE
Upon boarding the bus at 7:45AM, 
the filter automatically applies 
itself and limits her website brows-
ing experience from social media, 
youtube and entertainment. 
Incoming notifications and calls 
from friends are hidden as her 
goal is to dedicate the start of her 
day to answering new emails and 
freelance project communication.

A DAY IN LYNDA’S LIFE



BOOK DESIGN
CLASS

4 HRS

WEDNESDAY

book design
class

commute
to class

family
dinner

7:45 AM

9:00 AM

7:30 PM

COMMUTE
TO CLASS

29:58

book design
class

9:00 AM

PAUSING THE FILTER
Mid way on the bus ride, she real-
izes that she forgot to remind her 
friend James to bring the book 
binding material she needed for 
next week’s class. James being on 
her Filter List for the ‘Commute to 
School’ filter, she pauses the filter 
to quickly text James then resumes 
the filter for the rest of the bus 
ride.

SCHEDULED FILTER - 
BOOK DESIGN

Her class starts at 9:00 AM and 
triggers another filter she has 
scheduled specifically for the class. 
The filter is set to last 4 hours long 
from 9:00 AM until the end of class 
at 1:00 AM.

LYNDA: CLASS

It filters all incoming phone mes-
sages and calls from family, 
friends, and work related contacts 
while limiting her access to social 
media sites such as Facebook, 
Twitter and Instagram. While 
restricting entertainment related 
websites such as Youtube and 
Reddit. The purpose is to allow 
herself 4 hours of studio time 
dedicated towards the class at 
hand, to pay attention to the 
lecture material and to focus on 
Book Design work.



FILTER ON

lunch
break

STARBUCKSSECOND CUP

GEO-TAGGED FILTER
After class, Lynda has an extra half 
hour before she meets up with her 
group to work on a collaborative proj-
ect at a nearby Second Cup. 

She decides to go early to grab lunch. 
Upon entering Second Cup, a filter is 
automatically applied as she has geo-
tagged the location to trigger the 
‘Lunch Break’ filter. 

The filter is dedicated in allowing 
herself leisure time and therefore 
restricts access to her work e-mail 
account and work related contacts. It 
gives her the chance to check her 
Facebook and twitter, access enter-
tainment sites such as youtube and to 
make calls or text friends.

LYNDA: LUNCH BREAK



NFC TAG

package design class

EDIT TAG
DATA

DELETE FILTER
FROM TAG

CLEAR OLD NFC TAG
During the time she waits for her 
group members to arrive, she finds 
an old NFC tag used on a notebook 
from a previous semester’s class. 
She decides to delete the data from 
the NFC tag.

LYNDA: NFC TAGS



CREATE FILTER

SAVE FILTER

SET TIME

Trigger filter for this location

Set schedule for filter

TAG LOCATION

filter name

OFF

OFF

CREATE FILTER

CANCEL

rest

leisure

social

productivity

work

select your activity

CREATE FILTER

NEXTCANCEL

CONTACTS

Filter highlighted
contact groups

Filter highlighted
website groups

WEBSITES

work

family

volunteerplacement

studio

business

co-workers

school

friends

entertainment

work

e-mail

social news

social media
1

2 3

SYNC NEW DATA ON NFC TAG
Using the empty NFC tag, she decides it 
might be a good idea to create a filter 
for all the group members to tap their 
phones into for future project meetings 
they will have together. 

She selects “Work” from the drop 
down menu and decides to filter out 
all contacts along with entertainment 
and social media related websites. It 
allows them to focus on communicat-
ing with each other rather than 
incoming interactions on the phone. 
And limits research and web brows-
ing to websites related to the project. 
She saves the filter and syncs it back 
onto the NFC tag.

LYNDA: NFC TAGS



FILTER ON

design
management

project

NFC TAG - STUDY GROUP
As her group members arrive, they 
tap their phones onto the NFC tag 
before beginning to work. Lynda 
herself taps her phone on and 
overrides her ‘Lunch Break’ filter. At 
the end of the group session, they 
turn off the filter.

LYNDA: GROUP MEETING



TUESDAY

editorial design
class

commute
to class

tennis class

6:45 AM

8:30 AM

6:00 PM

TUESDAY

editorial design
class

commute
to class

tennis class

6:45 AM

8:30 AM

6:00 PM

tennis class

edit filter delete filter

CHANGE SCHEDULE
As Lynda waits for her GO bus home 
from Sheridan, she realized that 
yesterday evening was her last tennis 
class for the season. She had a filter 
dedicated to apply for the class for 
every Tuesday evening at 6:00 PM. 
She deletes the filter from her weekly 
schedule.

LYNDA: SCHEDULE EDIT

tennis class

6:00 PM



FILTER ON

sleep

NFC TAG - SLEEP
At the end of the night, Lynda taps 
her phone on an NFC tag stuck on 
her side table. She used to have a 
bad habit of browsing her phone 
before going to bed, but came to 
realize that the harsh light from the 
phone made falling asleep difficult. 
Therefore the filter is used to hide 
all contact notifications and calls 
while also limiting any website 
access. 

LYNDA: SLEEP


